DESIGN MATTERS | ANNE WHISTON SPIRN |
OCTOBER 7 AT 5PM
Join us online for this year's first Design Matters lecture! Anne Whiston Spirn, MIT landscape architecture and planning professor, will talk about restoring nature and rebuilding community through the West Philadelphia Landscape Project. Register→

STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES

PLOTTER ASSISTANTS (2) | OCTOBER 1 - APRIL 30
Are you a plotter pro? Do you know how to change/load paper, manage paper jams, change the ink, release station issues? Do you have a flexible schedule that will allow you to help students experiencing technical difficulties? SAPL wants to hire you! If you’re a plotter pro looking for a part-time job, email Tracy Beauregard. Please include a summary of your plotter experience.

*LAST CHANCE* FIRE SAFETY TRAINING | OCTOBER 12 AT 1PM
Students! You are required to complete Fire Safety Training - you can't access the workshop without it. Join this final Zoom session on October 12 at 1pm.

https://ucalgary.zoom.us/j/91949278119?pwd=ckg0dWNjV2JORDAwckkrQUdpEV4dz09
TRAVEL + RESEARCH AWARDS | OCTOBER 15
If you’re interested in applying for a Travel + Research Award - the deadline is three weeks away. Visit the website to find out how you can apply.
Learn More→

SAPL FACULTY NEWS

FABIAN NEUHAUS
The pandemic has certainly had an impact on teaching and learning. Fabian Neuhaus, Sandra Abegglen, Martina MacFarlane (MPlan’21), Mac McGinn and Asawari Modak (MPlan’21) have written a journal article about the Teaching and Learning Online Network. TALON was founded at the start of the pandemic as a way to encourage dialogue about technologies and practices that promote online teaching and learning.
Learn More→

TOM KEENAN
What about security concerns associated with third-party proof of vaccine apps? Tom Keenan weighs in on his experience with PORTpass.
Learn More→

ALBERTO DE SALVATIERRA
What role can designers play within borders? Alberto de Salvatierra speaks about the possibilities in the context of the recent CBDX: BORDERLANDS design competition.
Learn More→

JOSELI MACEDO
Joseli Macedo and Gail Hansen have written a book 'Urban Ecology for Citizens and Planners'. The book examines the relationship between humans and nature in shaping the ecology of urban green spaces and encourages citizens and planners to engage in improving their communities and quality of life.
Learn More→
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